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PHOTOIONIZATION OF THE OUTER ELECTRONSIN NOBLE GAS ENDOHEDRAL ATOMSM. Ya. Amusia a;b*, A. S. Baltenkov , L. V. Chernysheva baRaah Institute of Physis, the Hebrew University91904, Jerusalem, IsraelbIo�e Physial-Tehnial Institute, Russian Aademy of Sienes194021, St.-Petersburg, RussiaArifov Institute of Eletronis, Aademy of Sienes of the Republi of Uzbekistan700125, Tashkent, UzbekistanReeived February 18, 2008We suggest a prominent modi�ation of the outer shell photoionization ross setion in noble gas (NG) endo-hedral atoms NG�Cn under the ation of the fullerene Cn eletron shell. This shell leads to two importante�ets: a strong enhanement of the ross setion due to the fullerene shell polarization under the ation ofthe inoming eletromagneti wave and to prominent osillation of this ross setion due to the re�etion of aphotoeletron from NG by the fullerene shell. Both fators lead to the formation of powerful maxima in theouter shell ionization ross setions of NG�Cn, whih we all the giant endohedral resonanes. The osillatorstrength reahes a very large value in the atomi sale, 25. We onsider atoms of all noble gases exept He. Thepolarization of the fullerene shell is expressed in terms of the total photoabsorption ross setion of the fullerene.The photoeletron re�etion is taken into aount in the framework of the so-alled bubble potential, whih isa spherial Æ-type potential. It is assumed in the derivations that NG is entrally loated in the fullerene. It isalso assumed, in aordane with the existing experimental data, that the fullerene radius RC is muh largerthan the atomi radius rA and the thikness �C of the fullerene shell. As was demonstrated reently, theseassumptions allow representing the NG�Cn photoionization ross setion as a produt of the NG ross setionand two well-de�ned alulated fators.PACS: 31.15.V-, 32.80.-t, 32.80.Fb1. INTRODUCTIONWe onsider the photoionization of outer shellsof noble gas (NG) endohedral atoms, formed by afullerene Cn inside whih a noble-gas atom is loated,NG�Cn. We present data on all noble gases exeptHe. In onrete alulations, we onsider C60 as afullerene [1℄.Presently, muh attention is onentrated on pho-toionization of endohedral atoms. It was demonstratedin a number of papers [2�10℄ that the C60 shell adds aprominent resonane struture in the photoionizationross setion of an atom A �aged� in the fullerene shellforming an endohedral atom. Although the experimen-tal investigation of A�C60 photoionization seems to be*E-mail: amusia�vms.huji.a.il

urrently very di�ult, it will be inevitably intensivelystudied in the nearest future1). This justi�es the ur-rent e�orts of theorists to predit rather nontrivial ef-fets awaiting veri�ation.The role of C60 in NG�C60 photoionization is man-ifold. The eletron shell of C60 ats as a spherial po-tential resonator that re�ets the photoeletron waveoming from an NG atom. This leads to the interfer-ene of the outgoing and inoming (re�eted) wavesand to on�nement resonanes or simply to osilla-tions in the frequeny dependene of the photoioniza-tion ross setions [6℄. The interferene of the photo-1) As �rst examples of suh a researh, we mention the dataon measurements of the photoionization ross setion of Ce�C82and some other endohedrals with a 4d�4f transition [10℄ andCe�C+82 [11℄.221



M. Ya. Amusia, A. S. Baltenkov, L. V. Chernysheva ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 2 (8), 2008eletron spherial waves inside the C60 resonator af-fets signi�antly not only the total ross setion butalso the angular distribution of photoeletrons. Thisphenomenon was analysed in Ref. [7℄, where it wasshown that the e�ets of on�nement resonanes arealso found in the frequeny dependenes of the dipoleand nondipole parameters of the photoeletron angulardistribution. The results of these studies give evidenethat the re�etion and refration of the photoeletronwaves by the potential C60 resonator are signi�ant upto the photoeletron energy 60�80 eV.The C60 shell ats as a dynami sreen that in prin-iple, depending on the photon frequeny, an sup-press or enhane the inident eletromagneti radia-tion ating on the doped atom A [12�14℄. This e�et isdue to polarization of the olletivized eletrons of thefullerene shell by the inoming photon beam. Plasmaexitations of these eletrons generate an alternatingdipole moment. This dipole moment auses the ion-ization of the eletroni shells of the endohedral atom.The sreening e�ets of the C60 shell are partiularlystrong for the inident radiation frequeny ! lose tothe C60 giant resonane, i. e., 20�22 eV, but are largeenough in a muh broader region, from the ionizationthreshold up to 60�80 eV 2).We show in this paper that the dynami polariza-tion of C60 in fat inreases the outer shell photoioniza-tion ross setion at any !, ontrary to the statementsin Ref. [12℄. The maximal enhanement is in the regionof the C60 dipole polarizability maximum.Thus, the resonator and dynami sreen e�ets ofthe fullerene C60 shell manifest themselves as a on-siderable enhanement of the ross setion modulatedby an osillating struture that appears due to re�e-tion and refration of the photoeletron wave by thefullerene shell.We have previously studied the e�et of C60 on themost important atomi resonanes, the giant [15; 16℄and interferene [13℄, both in Xe, and found essen-tial modi�ations of them. But we did not onsiderthe modi�ation of the outer shell, although by far thegreatest part of the absolute ross setion omes fromthe near-threshold region of the outer subshell. Thisdrawbak of all the onsiderations is orreted in thispaper.In the ase of Xe�C60, we demonstrated re-ently [17℄ that a powerful maximum, alled the giantendohedral resonane (GER), is reated in the outershell. We show here that similar strutures appearin Ar�C60 and Kr�C60 while the GER in Ne�C602) The atomi system of units is used in this paper.

is muh weaker. In addition, we alulate the dipoleand nondipole angular anisotropy parameters for allthe atoms onsidered.It would be interesting to see the alteration of thephotoionization ross setion if other fullerenes, likeC70, C76, C82, or C87, are onsidered instead of C60.But studying the endohedrals NG�Cn with Cn = C70,C76, C82, C87 requires knowing the shape of these ob-jets, their photoionization ross setions, and the po-sition of the NG atoms inside the fullerene age. Theanswers to these questions are presently unavailable.Generally speaking, there is no doubt about the ex-istene of su�iently pronouned osillations due to thephotoeletron re�etion by any fullerene shell. But thepossibility of enhanement due to the fullerene shelldynami polarization is muh more problemati.2. MAIN FORMULASWe use the theoretial approahes already devel-oped in a number of previous papers [13�15℄. For om-pleteness, we reall the main points of the onsiderationand present the essential formulas used in the alula-tions.We start with the problem of an isolated losed-shell atom. The di�erential-in-angle photoionizationross setion by nonpolarized light of frequeny ! isgiven by [18; 19℄d�nl(!)d
 = �nl(!)4� �1� �nl2 P2(os �) ++ �nlP1(os �) + ��nlP3(os �)� ; (1)where � = !=, Pl(os �) are the Legendre polynomials,� is the angle between the photon momentum � and thephotoeletron veloity v, �nl(!) is the dipole angularanisotropy parameter and nl(!) and �nl(!) are theso-alled nondipole angular anisotropy parameters.In experiment, soures of linearly polarized ra-diation are typially used, and therefore anotherform of the angular distribution is more onvenientthan (1) [20; 21℄,d�nl(!)d
 = �nl(!)4� [1 + �nlP2(os�) ++ (ÆCnl + Cnl os2�) sin� os�� : (2)Here, � is the polar angle between the vetors of pho-toeletron veloity v and photon polarization e, and �is the azimuth angle determined by the projetion of von the plane orthogonal to e that inludes the photon222



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 2 (8), 2008 Photoionization of the outer eletrons : : :veloity vetor. The nondipole parameters in (1) and(2) are onneted by the simple relations [20℄Cnl5 + ÆCnl = �nl; Cnl5 = ���nl: (3)The onrete results of alulations of nondipoleparameters given below are obtained using expression(2). There are two possible dipole transitions froma subshell l, l ! l � 1, and three quadrupole transi-tions l ! l; l � 2. The orresponding general expres-sions for �nl(!), nl(!), and �nl(!) are rather omplexand are presented as ombinations of the dipole dl�1and quadrupole ql�2;0 matrix elements of photoele-tron transitions and photoeletron wave phases. In theone-eletron Hartree�Fok (HF) approximation, theseparameters are given by [22℄�nl(!) = 1(2l + 1) �(l + 1) d2l+1 + ld2l�1� �� �(l + 1)(l + 2) d2l+1 + l(l� 1) d2l�1 �� 6l(l+ 1) dl+1dl�1 os(Æl+1 � Æl�1)℄ : (4)The parameters nl(!) and �nl(!) are given by the ex-pressions [19℄nl(!) = 35 �ld2l�1 + (l + 1) d2l+1� ��� l + 12l + 3 [3(l + 2)ql+2dl+1 os(Æl+2 � Æl+1) �� lqldl+1 os(Æl+2 � Æl+1)℄�� l2l + 1 [3(l � 1)ql�2dl�1 os(Æl�2 � Æl�1) �� (l + 1)qldl�1 os(Æl � Æl�1)℄� ; (5)�nl(!) = 35 �ld2l�1 + (l + 1) d2l+1� ��� (l + 1)(l + 2)(2l + 1)(2l+ 3)ql+2 [5ldl�1 os(Æl+2 � Æl�1) �� (l + 3) dl+1 os(Æl+2 � Æl�1)℄�� (l�1)l(2l+1)(2l+1)ql�2 [5(l+1) dl+1 os(Æl�2�Æl+1) �� (l � 2) dl�1 os(Æl�2 � Æl�1)℄ ++ 2 l(l + 1)(2l� 1)(2l + 3)ql [(l + 2) dl+1 os(Æl � Æl+1) �� (l � 1) dl�1 os(Æl � Æl�1)℄� ; (6)

where Æl(�) are the photoeletron sattering phases.The following relation gives the matrix elements dl�1in the so-alled r-form:dl�1 � 1Z0 Pnl(r)rP"l�1(r) dr; (7)where Pnl(r) and P"l�1(r) are the radial HF one-eletron wave funtions of the nl disrete level and "l�1level in ontinuous spetrum [22℄. The quadrupole mat-rix elements are given byql�2;0 � 12 1Z0 Pnl(r)r2P"l�2;0(r) dr: (8)In the random-phase approximation with exhange(RPAE) [22℄ multieletron orrelations, the followingsubstitutions are made in the expressions for �nl(!),nl(!), and �nl(!) [19℄:dl+1dl�1 os(Æl+1 � Æl�1)! [(ReDl+1ReDl�1 ++ ImDl+1 ImDl�1) os(Æl+1 � Æl�1)�� (ReDl+1 ImDl�1 � ImDl+1ReDl�1)�� sin(Æl+1 � Æl�1)℄ �� ~Dl+1 ~Dl�1 os(Æl+1 +�l+1 � Æl�1 ��l�1); (9)dl�1ql�2;0 os(Æl�2;0�Æl�1)! [(ReDl�1ReQl�2;0 ++ ImDl�1 ImQl�2;0) os(Æl�2;0 � Æl�1)�� (ReDl�1 ImQl�2;0 � ImDl�1ReQl�2;0)�� sin(Æl�2;0 � Æl�1)℄ � ~Dl�1 ~Ql�2;0 �� os(Æl�2;0 +�l�2;0 � Æl�1 ��l�1): (10)d2l�1 ! ReD2l�1 + ImD2l�1 � ~D2l�1:For matrix elements with multieletron (respetively,dipole and quadrupole) orrelations taken into aount,we here use the notationDl�1(!) � ~Dl�1(!) exp [i�l�1(")℄ ;Ql�2;0(!) � ~Ql�2;0(!) exp [i�l�2;0(")℄ ; (11)where ~Dl�1(!), ~Ql�2;0(!), �l�1, and �l�2;0 are abso-lute values of the amplitudes for the respetive transi-tions and phases for photoeletrons with angular mo-menta l � 1 and l � 2; 0.The RPAE equation for the dipole matrix elementsis [22℄h�2jD(!)j�1i = h�2jdj�1i++ X�3;�4 h�3jD(!)j�4i(n�4 � n�3)h�4�2jU j�3�1i"�4 � "�3 + ! + i�(1� 2n�3) ; (12)223



M. Ya. Amusia, A. S. Baltenkov, L. V. Chernysheva ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 2 (8), 2008whereh�1�2jU j�01�02i � h�1�2jV j�01�02i � h�1�2jV j�02�01i; (13)V � 1=jr � r0j, �i is the total set of quantum num-bers that haraterize a HF one-eletron state on dis-rete (ontinuum) levels, "�i are the HF energies, and� ! +0. This set inludes the prinipal quantum num-ber (energy), the angular momentum, its projetion,and the projetion of the eletron spin. The funtionn�i (the so-alled step funtion) is equal to unity foroupied and zero for vaant states.The dipole matrix elements Dl�1 are obtained bysolving the radial part of RPAE equation (12). Thequadrupole matrix elements Ql�2;0 are obtained bysolving the radial part of a RPAE equation similarto (12),h�2jQ(!)j�1i = h�2jq̂j�1i++ X�3;�4 h�3jQ(!)j�4i(n�4 � n�3)h�4�2jU j�3�1i"�4 � "�3 + ! + i�(1� 2n�3) ; (14)where q̂ = r2P2(os �) in the r-form.Equations (12) and (14) are solved numerially us-ing the proedure disussed at length in Ref. [23℄.3. EFFECT OF THE C60 FULLERENE SHELLWe start with the on�nement e�ets. Near thephotoionization threshold, these e�ets an be de-sribed in the framework of the �orange� skin potentialmodel. Aording to this model, for small photoele-tron energies, the real stati and not perfetly spher-ial potential of C60 an be represented by the zero-thikness bubble pseudopotential (see Refs. [24; 25℄ andthe referenes therein):V (r) = �V0Æ(r �R): (15)The parameter V0 is determined by the requirementthat the binding energy of the extra eletron in the neg-ative C�60 ion is equal to its observable value. Addingpotential (15) to the atomi HF potential leads to afator Fl(k) in the photoionization amplitudes, whihdepends only on the photoeletron momentum k andthe orbital quantum number l [24; 25℄:Fl(k) = �1� vkl(R)ukl(R) tg ��l(k)� os ��l(k); (16)where ��l(k) are the additional phase shifts due to thefullerene shell potential (15). They are expressed astg ��l(k) = u2kl(R)ukl(R)vkl(R) + k=2V0 : (17)

In these formulas, ukl(r) and vkl(r) are the regular andirregular solutions of the atomi HF equations for aphotoeletron with the momentum k = p2", where "is the photoeletron energy related with the photon en-ergy ! by the relation " = ! � IA with IA being theatom A ionization potential.Using Eq. (16), we an express the DAC(r) andQAC(r) amplitudes for an endohedral atom A�C60,with photoeletron re�etion and refration by the C60stati potential (15) taken into aount, in terms of therespetive values orresponding to nl! "l0 transitionsfor an isolated atom:DAC(r)nl;kl0 (!) = Fl0(k)Dnl;kl0 (!);QAC(r)nl;kl00(!) = Fl00(k)Qnl;kl00(!): (18)For the ross setions, we have�AC(r)nl;kl0 (!) = F 2l0 (k)�Anl;kl0 (!); (19)where �Anl;kl0 (!) is the ontribution of the nl ! "l0 tran-sition to the photoionization ross setion of the atomisubshell nl, �Anl(!).We now disuss the role of polarization of the C60shell under the ation of a photon beam [13℄. The ef-fet of the fullerene eletron shell polarization on theatomi photoionization amplitude an be taken into a-ount in the RPAE using Eq. (12). This approximationis good for isolated atoms [22℄, and it is reasonable toassume that it is also good for endohedral atoms.Symbolially, by applying Eq. (12) to the wholeNG�Cn system, we an represent the total amplitudeD̂A of the eletron photoionization of a aged atom asa sum of two terms:D̂A = d̂A + D̂C�̂UCA; (20)where D̂C is the ionization amplitude of any eletronsother than the eletrons of the atom A (A-eletrons),�̂ = 1! � Ĥev � 1! + Ĥevis the propagator of other eletron exitations, i.e., theeletron (e)�vaany (v) pair reation, and Ĥev is thepair HF Hamiltonian. The interation terms in Eq. (13)an be written asUCA � VCAdir � VCAex;with VCAdir and VCAex being the operators of the di-ret and exhange pure Coulomb interation betweenC- and A-eletrons.Formula (20) is simpli�ed onsiderably if theA-eletrons are at muh smaller distanes from the224



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 2 (8), 2008 Photoionization of the outer eletrons : : :enter of the system than the C-eletrons. Thenthe Coulomb interation is onsiderably simpli�ed,beoming UCA � rC � rA=r3C; rC � rA; (21)where rA and rC are the A- and C-eletron shell radii.In the language of many-body diagrams [22℄, ex-pression (20) an be represented as ; (22)= ++DA dA DC DCwhere the dashed line, the line with an arrow pointingright (left), and the wavy line respetively represent theinoming photon, the eletron, the vaany, and the di-ret (exhange) Coulomb A�C-eletrons interation.Equations (20) and (22) an be easily generalizedin the spirit of the Landau Fermi-liquid theory by in-orporating all nonsimple eletron�vaany exitations(for example, two eletrons�two vaanies exitationsof the A-shell into dA) [22℄.The e�et of the C-shell is represented espeiallysimple for an inner shell loated well inside the inter-mediate and outer atomi subshells. Then rightfullynegleting the exhange A�C-interation and represent-ing UAC as in Eq. (21), we redue Eq. (20) to an alge-brai equation (instead of an operator equation), whereD̂C�̂UCA is substituted by the expression2r3C Xevex;C !evDev(!)!2 � !2ev dev � ��C(!)r3C : (23)Here, the summation over �evex,C� ranges alleletron�vaany exitations of the onsidered shell.Some more omplex exitations are inluded intothe amplitude Dev(!); rC is the mean radius of theC-shell. In Eq. (23), we use an alternative de�nition ofthe dipole polarizability �C(!) of the C-shell, or in ourase, the fullerene C60. Usually, �C(!) is de�ned as�C (!) � �2 Xevex;C !evjDev(!ev)j2!2 � !2ev ; (24)but it an be easily demonstrated that this de�nitionand that in Eq. (23) are idential (see, e. g., Ref. [22℄).Instead of Eq. (20), we therefore have the for-mula [22℄ DA(!) � dA�1� �C(!)r3C � : (25)In aordane with the observed features of C60, weassume, that the eletrons are loated within a layer

whose thikness �C is muh smaller than RC. Wean therefore replae rC with the fullerene radius RC.Hene, the amplitudeDACnl;"l0(!) of the endohedral atomphotoionization due to an nl ! "l0 transition with allthe essential atomi orrelations taken into aount anbe written as [13℄DACnl;"l0(!) � Fl0 (k) �1� �dC(!)R3C �DAnl;"l0(!) �� Fl0(k)Gd(!)DAnl;"l0(!); (26)where �dC(!) is the dipole dynami polarizability ofC60 and DAnl;"l0(!) aounts for all the eletron or-relations in the aged atom. For the quadrupole am-plitude, a similar expression an be obtained startingfrom Eq. (14):QACnl;"l0(!) � Fl0(k) �1� 12 �qC(!)R5C �QAnl;"l0(!) �� Fl0 (k)Gq(!)QAnl;"l0(!); (27)where �qC(!) is the quadrupole dynami polarizabilityof C60. The Gd;q(!) fators are omplex numbers thatwe represent asGd;q(!) = ~Gd;q(!) exp �i�d;q(!)� ; (28)where ~Gd;q(!) are orresponding absolute values.Using the relation�dC(!) � Im�dC(!) = �dC(!)=4�!between the imaginary part of the polarizability andthe dipole photoabsorption ross setion, we an derivethe polarizability of the C60 shell. Although experi-ments [27; 28℄ do not provide absolute values of �dC(!),they an be reliably estimated using di�erent normal-ization proedures based on sum rule2�2 1ZIC �dC(!) d! = N;where N is the number of olletivized eletrons andIC is the C60 ionization potential. The real part of po-larizability is related with the imaginary one (and withthe photoabsorption ross setion) by the dispersionrelation Re�dC(!) = 2�2 1ZIC �dC(!0) d!0!02 � !2 : (29)This approah was used for polarizability of C60 inRef. [14℄, where it was assumed that N = 240, whih2 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 2 (8) 225



M. Ya. Amusia, A. S. Baltenkov, L. V. Chernysheva ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 2 (8), 2008orresponds to four olletivized eletrons per eah Catom in C60. Using the photoabsorption data thatare onsidered most reliable in Ref. [27℄, we obtainNeff � 250, whih is su�iently lose to the value as-sumed in Ref. [14℄.The equality Im�qC(!) = �qC(!)=4�! and aquadrupole dispersion relation similar to Eq. (29) hold.But the quadrupole photoabsorption ross setion is sosmall that it annot be derived experimentally.We note that beause the strong inequalityRC � rA (rA is the atomi radius) is assumed, wehave derived formulas (20) and (21) that are moreaurate than those obtained from the RPAE forthe whole A�Cn system. This is important beausethe one eletron�one vaany hannel, whih is theonly one taken into aount in RPAE, is not alwaysdominant in the photoabsorption ross setion of thefullerene and hene in its polarizability.Using the amplitude in (26), we obtain the rosssetion�ACnl;"l0 (!) = F 2l0 (!) ����1� �dC(!)R3C ����2 �Anl;"l0 (!) �� F 2l0 (!)S(!)�Anl;"l0 (!); (30)where S(!) = [ ~Gd(!)℄2 an be alled the radiation en-hanement parameter.With these amplitudes, using expressions (4)�(6)and performing substitution (9), (10), we obtain theross setions for NG�C60 and angular anisotropy pa-rameters. In alulating the anisotropy parameters, we�rst replae the osines of atomi phase di�erenes inEqs. (4)�(6), os(Æl � Æl0) with os(Æl +�l � Æl0 ��l0).As a result, using Eq. (9), we express the dipole angularanisotropy parameter (4) as�nl(!) = 12l + 1 h(l + 1)F 2l+1 ~D2l+1 + lF 2l�1 ~D2l�1i�1�� h(l + 1)(l + 2)F 2l+1 ~D2l+1 ++ l(l� 1)F 2l�1 ~D2l�1 � 6l(l+ 1)Fl+1Fl�1 ~Dl+1 ~Dl�1 �� os�~Æl+1 � ~Æl�1�i ; (31)where ~Æl0 = Æl0 + �l0 (see Eq. (11)). Naturally, thedipole parameter �nl(!) is not a�eted by Gd(!) fa-tors, whih alter the numerator and the denominatorin Eq. (31) similarly.The situation for nondipole parameters is di�erent,beause Gd(!) 6= Gq(!). From Eqs. (5) and (6), using

substitution (9), (10), we arrive at the following expres-sions for the nondipole angular anisotropy parameters:nl(!) = 3 ~Gq(!)5 ~Gd(!) h(l + 1)F 2l+1 ~D2l+1 + lF 2l�1 ~D2l�1i ��� (l + 1)Fl+12l+ 3 h3(l+ 2)Fl+2 ~Ql+2 ~Dl+1 �� os�~~Æl+2�~~Æl+1��lFl ~Ql ~Dl+1 os�~~Æl+2�~~Æl+1�i�� lFl�12l+ 1 h3(l�1)Fl�2 ~Ql�2 ~Dl�1 os�~~Æl�2�~~Æl�1� �� (l + 1)Fl ~Ql ~Dl�1 os�~~Æl � ~~Æl�1�i� ; (32)�nl(!) = 3 ~Gq(!)5 ~Gd(!) h(l + 1)F 2l+1 ~D2l+1 + lF 2l�1 ~D2l�1i ��� (l + 1)(l + 2)(2l + 1)(2l+ 3)Fl+2 ~Ql+2 �� h5lFl�1 ~Dl�1dl�1 os�~~Æl+2 � ~~Æl�1� �� (l + 3)Fl+1 ~Dl+1 os�~~Æl+2 � ~~Æl�1�i�� (l � 1)l(2l + 1)(2l+ 1)Fl�2 ~Ql�2 �� h5(l + 1)Fl+1 ~Dl+1 os�~~Æl�2 � ~~Æl+1� �� (l � 2) ~Fl�1 ~Dl�1 os�~~Æl�2 � ~~Æl�1�i++ 2 l(l + 1)Fl ~Ql(2l� 1)(2l + 3) �� h(l + 2)Fl+1 ~Dl+1 ~Dl+1 os�~~Æl � ~~Æl+1� �� (l � 1)Fl�1 ~Dl�1 ~Dl�1 os�~~Æl � ~~Æl�1�i� ; (33)where ~~Æl�2;0 = ~Æl�2;0 + �q and ~~Æl�1 = ~Æl�1 + �d(see (28)).4. SOME DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS ANDTHEIR RESULTSNaturally, the C60 parameters in the present alu-lations were hosen the same as in the previous papers,e. g., in Ref. [23℄: RC = 6:639 and V0 = 0:443. Havingin mind the size of the fullerene radius and estimatingthe thikness of its shell as � � 2, we an onludethat our approah works well up to the photoeletronenergy 2�3 at. un.Preliminary investigations have demonstrated thatGqC(!) is lose to unity. This means that the role of226
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Fig. 1. Radiation enhanement parameter S(!), the absolute value of its amplitude ~Gd(!) � jG(!)j, and the phase�d � argG(!). Arrows denote the threshold positions of the orresponding outer np-subshellsquadrupole polarization an be negleted. This is whywe assume that GqC(!) = 1 and �q = 0 in the resultspresented below.In Fig. 1, we present the radiation enhanementparameter S(!), the absolute value of its amplitude~Gd(!) � jG(!)j, and the phase �d � argG(!). It isseen that the urves are rather omplex and an onsid-erably modify the outer subshell photoionization rosssetion and nondipole angular anisotropy parameters.In Ref. [17℄, we presented the ross setion and thedipole angular anisotropy parameter for 5p-eletrons inXe�C60. Here, in Figs. 2�5, we in addition have datafor the outer shell photoionization ross setion and thedipole and nondipole angular anisotropy parameters ofouter p-eletrons in NG�C60, where NG = Ne, Ar, Kr,Xe.Figure 2 depits the photoionization ross setionand the dipole and nondipole angular anisotropy pa-rameters for 2p-eletrons of Ne�C60. Similarly, thesame harateristis are presented in Figs. 3�5 forAr�C60, Kr�C60, and Xe�C60.In all the ases onsidered, we see a prominent in-�uene of the fullerene shell on the photoionization ofthe aged atom (Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe). Most impres-sive is the inrease in the photoionization ross setion,whih reahes a fator of �fteen to twenty. The absolutevalue of the ross setion reahes tremendous values inthe atomi sale, up to 1000 Mb.The maxima in the upper urves in Figs. 2�5 maybe reasonably alled the giant endohedral resonane(GER). Without a doubt, a similar e�et ours inouter shells of other endohedral atoms and in atomsaged by other fullerenes than C60. It is quite probablethat suh resonanes an be deteted in experimental

studies of photoionization of endohedral atoms, usingthe photoeletron spetrosopy methods.The GER in photoionization of Ar�C60, Kr�C60,and Xe�C60 impressively exeeds the atomi giantresonane in the photoionization ross setion of Xe4d-eletrons. The monotonially dereasing urves inisolated atoms are transformed into urves with twomaxima (one large and the other muh smaller) witha remarkably large total osillator strength of about25, i. e., 2.5 times larger than that of the 4d-atomigiant resonane in isolated Xe. Due to this inreasein the aged atom photoionization ross setion, thetotal osillator strength sum in the ! range, e. g.,I < ! < I + 1 Ry, inreases dramatially.A natural question is: what is the origin of this in-rease? The answer is as follows. This inrease omesfrom the fullerene shell, and is not aused by a redis-tribution of the aged atom osillator strength. Thislatter is evident beause this atom just does not haveenough eletrons for this. We note that the total sumrule for an endohedral atom is equal to NCn + NA,where NCn and NA are the total numbers of eletronsin the fullerene and the atom. As regards the sumof osillator strengths of the aged atom, it inreases,roughly speaking, by the area between the solid anddash-and-dot urves in Figs. 2�5.The e�et of the osillator strength due to eletronorrelations moving from one part of the photon spe-trum to another also ours in isolated atoms. Indeed,it is well known that the dipole sum rule is valid only forthe total atom. Approximately, however, it also holdsfor multieletron subshells [22℄. But it does not hold forfew-eletron shells; for endohedrals, their role is playedby outer shells of atoms aged inside C60. As was dis-ussed in Ref. [13℄, the behavior of the 5s-subshell in227 2*
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Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 for 3p-eletrons of Ar�C60Xe is similar to that of aged-atom eletrons in A�C60.For example, if we ompare the total osillator strengthof the 5s-subshell without and with taking the ationof 4d- and 5p-eletrons on 5s into aount, they di�erby a fator of two.In alulating the sum rules, we onsider only 240olletivized eletrons of the C60, negleting the ontri-bution of 120 eletrons tightly bound to the C nulei.
This is possible beause the ionization threshold forthese eletrons is 284.2 eV, whih is muh larger thanthe outer subshell ionization potential and total photonenergies in the region of interest, ! < 30�50 eV. Theinteration between suh remote subshells is inessen-tial, and they annot a�et eah other total osillatorstrengths.The e�et of photoeletron re�etion on the dipole228
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Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 2 for 4p-eletrons of Kr�C60
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 2 for 5p-eletrons of Xe�C60angular anisotropy parameter � is illustrated by theurves in Figs. 2�5. It an be seen that fullereneshells add osillations that are partiularly strong inNe and Xe. Nondipole parameters  and � are shownin Figs. 2�5 for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. Here, the re�etionof photoeletrons by the fullerene shell leads to osil-lations, while the polarization of the shell results in asigni�ant derease in C. This parameter is weaklydependent on the phase �. As regards ÆC, it is muhsmaller than C but muh more sensitive to �. As a
result, ÆC varies in a more sophistiated way than C.5. GENERAL DISCUSSIONAs a fullerene, we onsidered only C60. As was men-tioned in Introdution, it would be interesting to seethe alteration of the photoionization ross setion ifother fullerenes, like C70, C76, C82, or C87, are onsid-ered instead of C60. We do not know the shape and229
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